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Short Communication
The ancestors of human beings are human beings. Human life can accommodate two 

opposite wisdoms, one is man, and the other is woman. Human life is intelligent design and 
it has strong error tolerant. There are two powers at birth, and human space has the power 
of self-repair and self-immunity. In human space, there are three perpetual motion machine 
functions, breathing and heartbeat, as well as the ability of metabolism, gradually forming the 
fourth perpetual motion machine function sleep, day and night. The human body produces 
human expansion, and the power of growth is upward with plant. The growth of animals 
is stretching. Life is reincarnation, and the western scientists cannot find the starting point 
of life. Compared with the religious God, the object of evolution is the weakness of human 
life. A direct example is the opium of the Opium War that was biological disaster, which is a 
human weakness of humans. In the early days of western colonization, the theory of evolution 
studied the ethnic weaknesses of the oriental people, which could help the Westerners to 
use the ethnic weaknesses of the east to genocide the Oriental people. Under the banner 
of natural science, the theory of evolution hides one of the greatest weaknesses of human 
beings in the West that is the cancerous nature of human beings [1]. The theory of evolution 
makes use of the weakness of human life to study, which is actually an insult to natural science 
and human intelligence. Evolution is the foolish tool from politics and the power of parents 
prevents evolution. The outbreak of the Second World War led to the loss of human dignity. 
The emergence of the atomic bomb did not solve the war problem of mankind and led to more 
tragic local wars. The atomic bomb is an ugly scientific achievement of the west, based on a 
human weakness named the fear of war.

In nature, plant is science with natural space and animal is technology with natural 
power. For example, scientist is from animal with evolution, they are crazy for plant, their 
social thunder number become frenzied. The combination of the big bang and evolution 
theory is ridiculous with two half from one word. At first, I am computer engineer and animal 
are natural engineer. It is a pity that I have no time to research and write science paper. In 
common sense, science is full of half elements, and some half elements can marry the others, 
the computer technology is one half and biology is bad window from mouse experiment. 
The big bang is a kind of universal disaster with the distance of light. The life is endogeny 
and evolution is exogenous. Natural element is the thunder number and evolution has all 
punishments in animal chain with lot of animal bugs. Human clothes are a proof that human is 
not the fittest for natural environment. Animal is not human body. Sometime science not only 

Abstract
Super plant should be as tall as human building and it can balance the earth with human society. The 
universe was from a tree that created space for all galaxies. In nature, every animal is a kind of power unit 
and every plant is kind of space unit, it is exact that one power key opens one space unit. If the plant is 
another half of animal and plant space can create animal. Anti-common sense cannot save human science.
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eat meat, but also want to use animal body. Animal bug cannot save 
human weakness and brute force. Scientist is animal with evolution 
and it has not enough space to research science. Scientist cannot 
conquer animal sex that is the strongest natural technology. Animal 
has no hatred memory and human has hatred memory. In hatred 
world, people hate each other. At first, science has all pollutions 
for everything in reality. Science has no achievement with God 
quality. USA is strong animal without strong plant and MARVEL is 
animal hero. Some people worship man body that is evolution from 
woman space. In religious world, politics is a zombie and capital 
are a vampire. The new Mars project should be a super plant and 

Mars must have plant at the first before human logins. If super 
plant can live and change the Mars environment, the animal from 
super plant space can live in Mars. The universe should be full of 
super plants. Scientist should make plant to be strong and strong 
plant world match human society. GM food is transgenic technology 
and scientist makes plant to eat. Powerful plants can purify human 
heart. The earth is not a stupid burial object for human beings.
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